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About This Game

Live the American Dream on your ranch in the USA!

Professional Farmer: American Dream – the latest spin-off from the Professional Farmer series – takes you to a ranch set in the
captivating landscapes of the Midwest. Surrounded by towering mountain ranges, build your dream as a rancher in America with

lush fields as far as the eye can see!

Drive your pickup and tractors, tend to your cattle, cultivate your fields and reap your harvest! Take this opportunity to
specialize in the flourishing American pumpkin business. Work with original equipment and milk that cash cow!

FEATURES

Impressive surroundings inspired by the American Midwest

Tractors and machines faithful to the originals

Career mode with an extensive tutorial

Lots of types of grains and animals

Pumpkin farming – exclusive in Professional Farmer: American Dream
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Visible field phases and dynamic soil
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Title: Professional Farmer: American Dream
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Dualcore, AMD X2 Dualcore with 3.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280, AMD Radeon HD 4870

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Polish,Hungarian
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My favourite weapon pack so far.

- The Lebensauger .308 is a great sniper rifle, as a matter of fact, it renders the Rattlesnake obsolete. The Lebensauger deals
more damage, has a higher rate of fire and stability, and you can even get it more concealed than the Rattlesnake.

- The Kross Vertex is a good smg, tough not my favourite. With a 1200 rpm fire rate, it is better treated like a rifle, going for
small bursts aimed for the head, while when i use a smg i prefer a pray-and-spray model. However, it still has a quick reload and
a large ammo pool of 120 rounds (which will disappear in no time if you spray the Kross Vertex)

- The pistol crossbow is more of a toy for me than an actual weapon. A cool novelty for stealth, but i still prefer a suppressed
Judge, so I can knock back guards into comfortable spots, or even a good old fashioned pistol with a suppressor, simply because
I have a chance to take on alerted Murky guards, while with the crossbow you have only one shot, that may not kill. Not a
problem when you are in point blank range, but a bigger one when at a larger distance. Moreover, you can get the pistol
crossbow only to 28 concealment, with a base of 26.
Additionally, the bolts from the crossbow fall down much quicker than from the Plansrider bow. Makes it even harder to use in
combat.

- The shurikens are actually quite usefull outside stealth, tough on DW i would prefer a molotov or nades. The shurikens are
poisoned, an the poison works quite well on specials (except for the bulldoser, for obvious reasons), making them vomit much
faster than form poisoned arrows or bolts. I managed to stop a charging cloaker with it once. If it's not enough, you can pick
your shurikens up after you throw them. Usefull as hell.

Once again: This is my favourite weapon pack so far.. Best weapon pack.. This title feels like the guys from Mythbusters wrote
it, grab some fireworks, grab a cigarette lighter, and blow stuff up.. Quickly gets boring.. Filtthy good... 10\/10 would do
again!!... Strike Solitaire is a very interesting Solitaire game. You have to match cards based on numbers. Example: two 10s two
5s,etc... Relaxing game play. 10\/10.. fun flying aircraft, wish it came with a POH though, I don't know the optimal cruise speed
or altitude, also takeoff and landing distances. And still trying to learn how to couple the auto pilot with the GPS.. I don't know
if it can.... But all of these questions could be easily answered with a POH. For the price the fact that it doesn't come with a
POH makes it a not so great buy. Other then that its a great plane.. I'm very grateful that I got this when it was on sale.

The combat is awful since ships don't respond to controls, and the economy gets extremely repetitive. Automatic trade routes
don't really work either since the commodities are constantly shifting in availability, and the computer creates complex alliances
which defy all notions of imperialism. It gets \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 too where the computer
will deliberately ally, then raid your smaller colonies to take them over without making a declaration of war. If you take them
back, then you implicitly declare war on the whole alliance.

It's a great concept, but extremely poorly executed.. Boring click fest time management game. I found the game to be rather
boring.
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"Drunk or dead" is a very funny wave-shooter! If you like the following things, this game might be your idea of fun:
1) drinking and shooting
2) zombies
3) women

This game is basically a wave-shooter with a lot of cool ideas and funny twists. I won't spoil them for you, but you are going to
play this in VR and you can do whatever you want to do (and I mean: whatever!)! Just have fun and enjoy the game!
. This is definately not a finished game, hence the early access. However, it is quite an interesting adventure and brief
introduction to games world and cool time manipulation based gameplay. I think it has a fair way to go to be polished release,
but for the price it was definately a fun little play with some interesting game mechanics.. It's a beautiful game. The art and
soundtrack are good. You can try this game for a relax between heavy games.. *******SPOILERS!!!!!!*********

Lovely looking game, but ultimately I simply quit. I found it frustratingly slow and the story very sad. I don't have a lot of time
to spend gaming, so ultimately I went elsewhere.

( Who wants to spend spare time making themselves sad? Your results may, of course, vary.). Have played the game just for a
little bit so far but I am enjoying it a lot! Having to time a jump perfectly to get to that hard to reach spot is a fun challenge. I
am excited to see what this game brings the further a long it goes!! Keep up the good work!. IN SINGLE PLAYER MODE, I
LIKE TO USE THE ISV-PROTO AS A STARTUP TORSO -IT GIVES A LOT OF POWER & ARMOR. SINCE YOU CAN
ONLY USE THE HOVER LEGS ON CERTAIN MISSION, THE ISV-PROTO -LEGS ARE PRETTY MUCH USELESS
THRU-OUT THE CAMPAIGN. STILL YOU CAN MISMATCH THE PARTS DESIRED AND HAVE FUN BLOWING
THINGS UP.
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